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The Long Way Home 

Going from the information desk to the gallery, Bowers Museum visitors walk through a 

hallway of temple murals, a collection of ceramics from Western Mexico, a series of portraits 

and still lifes of and by 19-20th century California immigrants, and, finally, arrive at the First 

Californians exhibition. It’s a small, circular room—mimicking its collection of woven baskets 

and hats. The sound of drums and flutes plays loudly from overhead speakers. Every so often 

there is the pitter-patter of rain and the boom of thunder. Despite the artificial nature sounds, the 

room is stuffy and very brown. Brown floors, brown walls, brown patterned ceiling. Even the 

mural on the back wall displaying some nondescript Indigenous tribe is in shades of tan and 

beige. On each wall there are display cases with various artifacts, made generally of stone, straw, 

seashells, or feathers. Each display case has a paragraph detailing the significance of these 

artifacts. All in past tense. A few quotes from Spanish missionaries riddle the walls in an attempt 

to offer insights about an unfamiliar and unrelated culture. Every object has a short plaque: name 

of object, medium, tribe (if known), location in California, possible purpose. The room is mostly 

quiet. No curators hang around to stop museum patrons from getting too comfortable with the 

stone bowls that line the back wall. A little girl bangs on a display case, demanding a photo from 

her father. The illicit noise reverberates throughout the tiny room. 
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This is one of two exhibits at the Bowers Museum with Native American cultural objects. 

The other is called “California Legacies: Missions and Ranchos (1768-1848),” which, among its 

ornate dresses and vestments worn by Spanish priests and landowners, features artifacts from the 

“Mission Indians.” As with many California tales about missions, this display omits a brutal 

history of colonialism, imperialism and aggressive cultural erasure. The two paragraphs under 

the title “Mission Indians,” state that the local Native Americans “relocated,” “helped construct 

the missions,” and “adopted Christianity.”  

The Bowers Museum in Santa Ana, CA is not unique in its coded language for 

Indigenous groups nor in its previous issues with Indigenous artifacts and legality. In 2008, 

Bowers was involved in federal raids investigating California museums with stolen artifacts from 

Asia and the American Southwest. In December 2014, it returned significant cultural objects 

under the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA). Passed in 1990, 

NAGPRA dictates that federally funded institutions must return stolen “cultural items,” like 

human remains and sacred objects, to affiliated Native American tribes and Native Hawaiians. It 

also includes a NAGPRA review board made up of two tribal representatives and one ad hoc 

member that offers guidance to the Secretary of the Interior. In 2014, Bowers discovered and 

returned assorted bones from one Indigenous individual and the objects buried with them, like 

burial pole fragments, shell beads, and an ornamented bird bone.  

Also in California, between 1840 and 1870, a time known as the “Gold Rush,” settlers 

indiscriminately murdered thousands of Native people. The same men thought of as 

banjo-playing, gold hunting opportunists formed state-backed militias and even volunteered to 
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massacre hundreds of Indigenous People at once. And, the California government gave them the 

firepower and the funds to do it. 

By the 1860s, California residents enslaved Native Americans and sent their children to 

“rehabilitation schools,” where instructors would strip them of their identity, force them to wear 

conformist clothing and rip them away from their families and tribes. In total, Gold Rush-era 

California murdered more than 100,000 Native Americans and the state paid for at least 16,000 

of those deaths. Governor Gavin Newsom officially recognized and apologized to the state’s 

Indigenous population, the largest in the country at about 720,000 people, for this genocide in 

2019, 149 years after the fact.  

NAGPRA is not just a return of stolen goods, artifacts and people. It is recompense, 

accountability and justice. However, the legislation still requires a lot of active involvement from 

both tribal groups and institutions (museums, universities and related places). As a result, 

projects like Carrying Our Ancestors Home (COAH) from UC Los Angeles have developed to 

bolster NAGPRA’s mission. COAH includes a mostly Indigenous team that works tirelessly to 

document the reality of repatriation efforts. They highlight repatriation practitioners to show the 

work that has been done, progress that has been made, and places to improve.  

Sedonna Goeman-Shulsky, Tonawanda Band of Seneca, project manager and 

videographer at COAH and archaeological collections manager at the Fowler Museum at UCLA, 

is in charge of COAH’s videos and interviews. These interviews provide information about 

NAGPRA and accounts from tribal elders, repatriation practitioners, and activists.  

“Repatriation has a lot to do with sovereignty and recognition,” says Goeman-Shulsky. “I 

think just on a very basic level of bodily autonomy and people’s decisions of what happens to 
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their bodies, [NAGPRA] is a really important piece of legislation. I think it has some problems 

but it’s a good step. Repatriation, generally, is a basic human rights issue.” 

Goeman-Shulsky is matter-of-fact. She sits in a chair wearing a grey sweatshirt and her 

hair pulled back. The warm light of a living room filters through the computer screen. She does 

not offer many details about her work with NAGPRA since federal policy dictates that 

archaeological sites and artifact locations must be kept secret to respect tribes and prevent 

looting. In any case, Goeman-Shulsky’s emotions carry through her voice. There is a slightly 

discernible change in her tone as she explains her work with other museums. 

“I’ve worked in museums where they’ve had things that my ancestors made and it’s 

jarring to see that, especially if people don’t expect you to care about it,” Goeman-Shulsky 

explains, rearranging slightly in her seat. 

In addition to COAH and the Fowler Museum, Goeman-Shulsky has worked with 

Indigenous archaeological sites since she was 13 years old. At this age, Goeman-Shulsky 

discovered the emotional toll and gratification that come with Indigenous artifacts and their 

repatriation. No matter what else she did, she kept coming back. In 2016, she officially started 

working at UCLA. 

 “There are things that are very heartbreaking. You just have hard days sometimes,” 

Goeman-Shulsky says thoughtfully. “It feels very good in the end when things go right and when 

people go home. It’s definitely rewarding in that sense.” 

Goeman-Shulsky explains repatriation concisely—appropriately. It should be a cut and 

dry issue answered swiftly in any legitimate justice system. Thieves should return stolen objects 
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and be punished for stealing. But, as Goeman-Shulsky notes, many curators do not expect people 

to care. As a result, justice has never been served for Indigenous People.  

Some of the biggest issues with NAGPRA stem from apathy. For some, repatriation is a 

challenge to “objective” science and education. Even more so, NAGPRA involves a lot of 

miscommunication. It is a result of unclear or nonexistent rules and regulations, insensitive 

research methods, or plain old ignorance. Many Native Americans have observed a lack of 

consultation between institutions and tribes, which not only generates a rift between those two 

entities, but between Indigenous People and their cultural heritage. 

In a short video from COAH titled, “Why is There Variation in Implementation of 

Repatriation?,” Laura Miranda, deputy general counsel, Pechanga Band of Luiseño Indians, sits 

in front of a black background, her white wrap top juxtaposed. She puts the issue directly: 

“Integral pieces of our values, our life ways, who we are, are being ripped away, thrown on a 

shelf to be studied in a sanitized way, disassociated from any cultural values at all and it feels 

disrespectful, it feels hurtful, it feels like a violation. To not ask us about information when 

you’re trying to study these things is then another violation on top of that.” 

And, museums are not the only ones at fault. Universities have also had issues with 

returning objects to their rightful owners. UC Berkeley recently faced controversy for its 

NAGPRA practices. With thousands of bones and artifacts spanning decades in its collection, the 

university’s museum has struggled with the proper protocol to repatriate. Additionally, a 

committee document from the University of California Office of the President noted that steps 

required by NAGPRA policy can make the process even more lengthy. This, paired with 

disagreements about object origin between institutions and tribes, can result in heightened 
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cultural insensitivities. NAGPRA also requires close examination of human remains, which 

violates the specific cultural practices of many tribal groups.  

“I think it’s lack of consultation. We talk about consultation a lot in these things and 

that’s a recurring issue—people don’t consult with tribes and don’t ask,” Goeman-Shulsky 

poignantly states. “That’s a basic issue of consent that comes with the whole origin of the 

problem, which is people’s bodies being unearthed and their stuff being taken. Absolutely I think 

that’s a colonial thing.”  

The problem is not that legislation does not exist, it does and has for almost three 

decades. The problem is that the legislation and implicated institutions attempt to achieve their 

goals by walking around Native Americans, treating them as an uncomfortable problem they 

hope will disappear.  For Native Hawaiians, the case is further complicated because they do not 

have tribes under federal law. As a result, the government has made it acceptable to return 

artifacts to “tribal organizations,” which do not need to include actual Hawaiians.  

So, besides change on the legislative level, what can institutions do to alleviate 

NAGPRA’s problems? For Larissa Nez, a Diné (Navajo) independent researcher, writer and 

activist, the answer is intuitive. 

“If you’re going to have Native people as part of your exhibition, make sure you include 

our voices. Make sure to be more culturally appropriate with your language in the way you talk 

about Native communities and Native histories.” 

Nez is an open book. Before the interview begins, she jumps right in, citing resources and 

links to a variety of museums, databases and legislation related to repatriation. She is an 

independent scholar, thirsty for more knowledge after her recent graduation from the University 
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of Notre Dame. Her work in museums is extensive and, although she resides in Florida, she has 

ties to museums in cities like Minneapolis and Chicago. She takes pauses throughout the 

conversation, offering to find documents and studies to back her explanations. 

Nez did not pursue her art history degree until her junior year of college, leaving behind a 

chemistry major on a pre-med track, but repatriation is a part of her DNA. Right before 

NAGPRA’s passing, Nez’s grandfather traveled to the Chicago Field Museum as a 

representative of an inter-tribal committee advocating for the return of objects to his tribe. 

“He was on this committee for a couple of years until he retired, but I learned a lot about 

his work and what he did for our tribe,” Nez says proudly. “It really inspired me to keep going 

and to try to continue on this path.” 

Like Goeman-Shulsky, Nez is part of the growing number of young Native Americans 

carrying on the legacy of repatriation. She has incorporated social media through the twitter 

hashtag “#reclaimindigenousart,” which Nez developed at the end of 2017 to explain repatriation 

and redefine “reclaim” in a larger cultural context. 

“A lot of people think it just means give us back all our art… but I’m also looking at it 

from a perspective like, how are Native people reclaiming spaces or moving into these spaces? 

How are contemporary artists exploring what reclamation is or exploring what stereotypes are 

and reconfiguring stereotypes through art?” 

The hashtag has also allowed Nez to explore the intricacies of repatriation in real time 

and educate the public about Native issues, which she wants to move into mainstream 

conversations about American society.  
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Beyond the internet, though, Nez works on the ground with her curatorial roles and 

behind the scenes efforts in museums. She consults with various Indigenous communities to 

guarantee Native people have an enduring voice in the changing atmosphere of institutions. The 

fact that her work so closely echoes her grandfather’s from 30 years earlier is not lost on Nez. 

Repatriation is moving in the right direction, with the involvement of Native activists, but the 

move is still slow. In general, Nez fears trendiness in non-Native spaces, especially since many 

museums incorporate Indigenous opinions not for change, but as a liability check.  

“We believe those items have a life and those items have a spirit and when they’re 

separated from their communities and their land and their places of origin, their spirits hurt and 

their spirits are longing to go back to those places,” Nez states slowly, deliberating on each word. 

“There’s a lot of deep philosophical but also spiritual components that are associated with these 

items that museum officials don’t understand and probably won’t understand unless they listen to 

Indigenous People.” 

Entering the main level of the Chicago Field Museum and turning right, visitors pass 

temporary displays. Each piece of art is bound for new cities every few months. If they continue 

to follow this path, returning patrons will be surprised to see the burgeoning change in the North 

American Hall, a museum mainstay since the 1950s. What once housed blank, beige canvas 

mannequins wearing traditional Indigenous clothing and no mention of contemporary Native 

Americans, now features brightly colored prints and sketches of Native people drawn over 

yellowing museum documents. Their faces are neutral but their eyes hold a power discernible to 

the viewer. The taxidermied American bison now has repeated images of the animal running 

across the glass display case. It is history and modernity in motion.  
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These additions are the work of Chris Pappan, an Osage, Kaw, Cheyenne River Lakota 

Sioux artist, who the museum invited to elevate the exhibition while they work on a more 

full-scale renovation. The Field Museum, the same one visited by Nez’s grandfather so many 

years before, announced its three year plan to renovate the entire North American wing in 2018. 

This renovation will feature contemporary Native artists, voices and curators to highlight older 

artifacts along with modern art.  

The Field Museum is not alone in this endeavor. The Minneapolis Museum of Art 

featured “Hearts of Our People: Native Women Artists,” in the summer of 2019. The traveling 

exhibit, headed to the Smithsonian in February, celebrates Native women artists from the US and 

Canada spanning a 1,000 years. The exhibition process began in 2013 to ensure the proper 

protocol, like communicating with Indigenous female artists, was met.  

Almost thirty years after NAGPRA’S enactment, institutions still have a lot to reckon 

with. Besides atrocities in American history, they must face the fact that there are continued 

attempts to make Indigenous People seem like the ghosts of some imagined American past.  

“In 2019 and going into 2020, I think what a lot of Indigenous People want...is to resist 

the cycle and also to break that cycle in really powerful ways,” says Nez. “If not with our words 

and our research, as a community and as a people, be steadfast with our goals… and take the 

initiative to fight for these rights.” 

 

Special thanks to Sedonna Goeman-Shulsky and COAH for their time and extensive resources, 

Larissa Nez for her time, knowledge, and supplemental research, and Rachel O’Toole, associate 

professor of history at UCI, for her ideas and help. 
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